Polystrate Trees: Flood Burial or Not?
Polystrate Tree Question
Polystrate trees are fossilised trees or parts of trees that pass through many layers of rock,
i.e. poly – many, strata – layers. For many years Creation Research has presented these as
evidence for rapid catastrophic formation of fossils and rock layers. In response to this, we
recently received the following question:
I have recently returned from New Guinea were I have seen trees being buried where
they grew, by silica rich springs in a volcanic zone. Surely if this is happening while we
watch, then this is a good explanation of polystrate trees rather than rapid catastrophic
flooding? Can you explain?
John Mackay has studied polystrate trees in many locations around the world. Below is his
answer, with real examples from actual field geological research.

Mineral Spring Preservation
I have seen many trees in rich mineral spring areas that are being buried where they grow,
but they are readily distinguishable from the far more widespread polystrate fossil trees and
here’s how. Since they are growing on the spot, and being buried on the spot, their whole
environment is being buried from the roots up. So, whenever you excavate any such tree
fossilised in this manner, then any soil, roots, the base of the tree, surrounding grasses, any
fallen leaves from the tree (or nearby trees) are also entombed, and while the tree remains
alive you get a blow by blow preserved environmental record as the fossil tree forms.
Check out my pictures of mineral spring fossilised trees, and note their features.
Firstly, note the trunk outline in growth position, surrounded by irregular strata, as seen in
Picture 1a. If the trunk is preserved, it is fossilised by the material coming from the spring,
identical to what surrounds the tree, as seen in Picture 1b.
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Secondly, as such “spring formed” polystrate trees are surrounded by mineral layers, leaves
from the same species of tree are preserved where they fell, as in Pictures 2a, 2b & 2c.

Thirdly, if the area is still active, i.e. still producing mineral deposits, even the grass and
small ground plants will be preserved as you watch, as can be seen in Pictures 3a and 3b

Lastly, since trees growing near mineral
springs are being buried live, they have
roots present showing the roots were buried
first. See Picture 3c
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Polystrate Fossil Trees
None of the above features are seen in classical polystrate fossil trees. It’s what first caught
my attention many years ago when I studied the vertical fossil trees in the Sydney Basin coal
seams of NSW Australia, as part of preparation for several papers to the Sydney Basin Coal
Conference and the International Coal Symposium.
What characterises most of these
polystrates is a point made very early on in
Australian geology by one of the pioneers of
Australian geology, Sir Edgeworth David.
He almost reluctantly pointed out that the
NSW vertical trees, particularly in the
Newcastle area, are virtually devoid of any
surrounding environment, so that the many
fossil pine trees found there are buried
vertically with no pine debris around the
base. See Picture 4a.
Sometimes they even have leaves from
totally different species in strata surrounding
the tree, as in Picture 4b.
Furthermore, there is no indication of
preserved forest environment or soil at the
base as there should have been if the trees
were formed in-situ by slowly deposited mud
or sand burying a living environment, as
seen in Picture 4a.

Almost always the fossil tree is preserved by
a material that is different from the sediment
that surrounds it. Iron minerals are most
prominent in such preservation, e.g. Picture
5a.
Many polystrate fossil trees also lack roots
and branches as well, as seen in Picture 5b.
Some are even buried upside down, or with
breaks preserved in the fossil log, as in the
example shown in Picture 5c.

(See next page for Pictures 5a, 5b, 5c)
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All these features are a consequence of rapid flood deposition rather than growth in situ.
Next, the polystrate trees from such flood deposition are characterised, not only by being
contained within many layers (poly-strate), but the content of many of the layers changes so
that the majority show differing fauna and flora, (marine, fresh water, aerial etc) which if they
represented environments would mean the tree had to survive repeated environmental
changes for vast ages, which of course makes the obvious point – no tree could survive that
many changes in fauna and flora and yet remain intact.
Those trees I have excavated that pass through repeated coal seams, particularly in New
South Wales, Australia, are one of the best cases in point. See Picture 6a.
Likewise, inclined pine trees buried in water deposited volcanic ash, as seen in Picture 6b.
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Similarly the more famous leaning polystrates from the old Craigleith Quarry (early 1800’s)
near where my father grew up in Scotland, show evidence of flood transport into the region
as they totally lack root systems and have been buried on the incline before falling flat.
Pictures 7a & 7b

As one Natural History Museum site says of the Craigleith fossil trees:
“… one of the giant trees recovered from Lower Carboniferous sandstones near
Edinburgh, now on display outside the Natural History Museum, London. These trees had
been plucked from their inland environment, transported by strong currents and buried
where the sediments, now settling, fanned into the sea”
http://www.earthhistory.org.uk/recolonisation/vegetation-in-devonian
(see 3rd paragraph under picture of British Museum tree)

Coal Seam Trees
The Alaskan Coal seams I have studied, also show many vertical trees without roots, – as
proven by my excavation of the tree bases. See Pictures 8a, 8b

We could add to this coalified bark sheets I have found in Alaskan coals north of Anchorage,
traversing diagonally across 3m of strata to link 2 different coal seams. These can result only
from rapid inwash of material rather than slow in situ burial.
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The New Zealand South Island Coals below show trees deposited on the front of high speed
forest beds, as show in Pictures 9a and 9b

When any tree or bark is buried by rapid
deposition in which the sedimentary lamina,
or layers, are forming as the entire sediment
sequence rapidly arrives, then it is no
surprise that the tree is surrounded by
multiple lamina with different contents.
Again such features are a consequence
only of rapid flood deposition rather than
slow growth and on the spot burial as in the
case of mineral springs.
Particularly noticeable in the fossil trees of Nova Scotia are those trees with roots attached
which often have sedimentary layers or laminae that the roots have provably not pushed
their way through, as they would have done if the sediment had been there first and the tree
roots grown into it. The evidence shows the layers have formed around the roots as they
were being buried since both the sediment and the roots formed at the same time. See
Picture 10.
Lastly, when it comes to vegetable preservation, time does not preserve – time destroys.
Differential rotting, fungal activity etc. would be bound to show up in a vertical tree being
buried slowly by mud and sand through many changes in environments. A quick study of the
length of the tree trunk shows that the trees are evenly “fossilised.” The case below from
Tennessee, USA has even been buried with leaves attached. Pictures 11a and 11b.
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In Summary
Any fossil trees entombed moderately slowly at the spot where they have grown are
easily distinguished from flood buried transported trees which form the bulk of the
classical vertical or leaning polystrates) which can result only from large amounts of
sediment having been deposited rapidly. Time is not preserved in such rocks. They
are the result of quick catastrophic flood processes.

The same turns out to be true for most of what we call fossil forests which usually
turn out to be flood transported logs.

Trust you have enjoyed a little field geology as well.

John Mackay
February 2013
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